


Where are we now in time and 
space?

Where are we now in time and 
space?



180-Year Cycle
9 Periods @ 20 Years Each

Period 1  Period 2  Period 3  Period 4   Period 5  Period 6  Period 7   Period 8 Period 9

2024-
2043

2004-
2023

1984-
2003

1864-
1883

American Civil War + Slavery outlaw
“In God We Trust” on coins
Italian Unification
Franco-Prussia War
Meiji Restoration
War of Pacific
2nd Opium War
New Zealand War
1st Ottoman Constitutions
Karl Marx/ Leo Tolstoy/ Victor Hugo



If Earth is a Living Organism…

Image credit: New York Times 2019 by JooHee Yoon



History repeats in 
spirals….. 

So are humans 
more enlightened 
this time around?



Who Am I?
Shu Om Mani, 

Hong Kong
• Studying Feng Shui and Chinese Astrology since 

age 13 

• Had a former corporate career in Human 
Resources, and eventually embrace my woo side 
in 2016 to dedicate my effort in uplifting women 
entrepreneurs

• Also a Certified TCM Wellness Specialist and 
Tibetan Singing Bowl Practitioner

• It’s my mission to make Feng Shui a common 
sense across the globe with the modern 
interpretations!



The Purpose for Year Forecasting: 

Have a reasonable expectation 

management of what’s coming, so that 

you can get prepared 

These are just CLUES of THEMES we get 

– no one can be sure about the impact and 

intensity of each events and how intimately 

they are affecting us!



What We’ll Cover In This Webinar:

1.The 2 Decades of Fire - How We Rise and Thrive in Period 9?

2.2024 - The Year of Transition - Pivot Points for EVERYONE!

3.Trends, Directions & Qualities That Will Be In High Demand

4.What You Need To Consider If you Are Making A Major 
Personal Change in Life and Career?

5.Annual Feng Shui Essentials Everyone Should Know!

6.One Focus We Can All Help to Promote More Peace on Earth



Period 9 Keywords

• Fire

• Space

• Heart

• Eyes

• The Non-Physical World

• Middle-Aged Women

• Electricity

• Separation



Metaverse/NFT/ AI

Wars/ Conflicts/ Divorce

What already came true…

Connection with ET



Some more trends in Period 9:

• The Man-Made Sun as main energy source

• More decentralised tribes & villages around the globe

• Art appreciation and beauty standard has risen to a whole new level 
that brings a comeback of Renaissance, or crazy plastic surgery 
trends

• Food and entertainment industries will flourish

• Matters of the heart, spirituality, energy science will be developed in a 
structured way to become mainstream knowledge



Nature of 
Fire

• Civilisation

• Heat! Energy going upward!

• Bright, eye-catching, mesmerising, 
seductive

• Etheric - Without substance or fixed 
form - Ever changing in shape, form, 
colors

• Strong energy yet cannot sustain 
on its own

• Reliant of what feeds it – Air, Wood

• Spread & fad rapidly

• Can be fierce and destructive and 
transmuting of nature e.g. burn into 
ashes that becomes fertile soil

• Desires

• War



This Phase of Human 
Evolution Requires us:

• To follow our hearts & feelings more than our mind/perspectives

• To connect deeply with the unseen world (spirituality & AI) and see through the maya for deeper meaning of life

• To crave for feeding the emptiness we feel inside: by more shiny distractions or by seeking truth of what we are?

• Mature Women to take up space and lead to end wars – rise of Divine Feminine energies as the bridge 
generation***

• To effectively transmute suppressed strong emotions of rage, anger & grief (personal + collective)

• Bigger is not always better: To build smaller tribes & communal villages that runs effectively with everyone being 
participative vs. big, centralised, power-based collective of people who settle for the sake of social order



Are You 
Pivoting from 
believing your 
mind to trusting 
your heart?



Choice is 
more 
important 
than 
Efforts

Would you start a 
fire near wood, or in 
the water???



What Will 
Be in High 
Demand?

• People crave eye-catching, emotion-filled visual 
storytelling, even they know it’s illusional with a 
change of identity (Dream-like virtual world, new 
form of RPG games and experiences, beautiful 
visuals, stories that take people into someone else’s 
universe etc)

• A collective trust crisis in AI era VS people with 
fragile hearts will believe in what gives them 
HOPE (scams, cults, crazes, extremist religious 
practices, psychedelics etc)

• People crave companionships & high-quality 
communal support

• Sick and tire of wars, competition, hustling ; 
Retreat into the inner world

• Redefining success, abundance, wealth, happiness 
and hence life goals and how we spend our 
precious lifeforce energies everyday

• Meditation, dream world, AI-facilitated spiritual-
exploration to seek, to explore the depth of inner 
self, to find peace etc



Middle-
Aged 
Women

• Women in their 30-60s will be dominating 
the world stage.

• This also symbolise the rise of the Feminine 
Power, the Mother, and related culture and 
values. 

• Modern witches, shamans, messengers, 
educators, innovators, creators who 
embrace both Yin & Yang, stewards of 5D 
earth



Dragon –Yang 
Earth

Dragon – the General, 
standing on the gate of the 
new era! Might overthinking 

and have trust issue tho

Yang Wood
Tall trees & forest

Nature of the “Host” of the Year
2024

Conquers



The Beginning 
of  An End 
Before New 
Earth 
Emerges



Green Dragon Year in History
1964:

• Beatles ranked No.1 on hot 100 billboard
• Nelson Mandela and 7 others are sentenced to life 

imprisonment in South Africa
• Vietnam War ongoing
• Walt Disney's Mary Poppins has its world premiere
• Farrington Daniels becomes an early advocate of solar 

energy
• First high-speed train in the world – in Japan
• Nikita Khrushchev is deposed as leader of the Soviet 

Union

1904:
• Russo-Japanese War
• British expedition to Tibet
• United States Army engineers begin work on the 

Panama Canal
• Panama and Uruguay establish diplomatic relations
• The first underground line of the New York City 

Subway opens



Birth Chart of the Year –
4 Feb 2024

Year MonthDayHour

甲
Yang Wood

丙
Yang Fire

戊
Yang Earth

庚
Yang Metal

辰 Dragon
Yang Earth
(Wood/Water)

寅Tiger
Yang Wood

戍 Dog
Yang Earth
(Metal/Fire)

申 Monkey
Yang Metal

Surface

Underneath

Highlights:
1. If this was a person, he is an ambitious, courageous, rebellious, resilient, 

stubborn-as-rock General/War Hawk
2. All Yang/Masculine elements
3. Lack of Water = Wealth/Economy in the chart
4. On the surface, Wood> Fire> Earth> Metal, producing cycle!
5. Underneath, Year pillar counters, Day pillar’ Month pillar counters Hour pillar X
6. Earth element is being countered = to be hit

The collective atmosphere!



Again…



Birth Chart of the Year –
4 Feb 2024

• Very strong action-taking, pioneering, against-all-odds energy, with the 
impatient to start building from scratch!

• Day Profile as Yang Earth is very weak being born in the spring season –
represents the difficult circumstances and lack of support this General is facing = a 
year full of clashes, challenges, disagreements

• Weak earth also represent a drop in real estate pricing

• Lack of Water = no substance growth in GDP & economies (not the focus 
either); many people will be out of work, by choice or by circumstances

• Both Wood & Metal are strong AND clashing with each other: Wood is to 
rebel and forge a new path (us fighting for the future), Metal is to creatively express 
(me feeling good now); 

• Beware of traffic accidents esp Feb, May, Aug, Nov

• 2 movement stars: People will relocate or forced to emigrate, even more refuges

• If you have Rat in your chart or luck pillar, you can unlock the gate of Water in 
Dragon and Monkey = wealth opportunities via work and efforts!



Summary 
of 
Predictions 
in 2024

• Silver lining: At least we have the forward 
momentum and see there is hope, and the 
motivation to take action!!! (Vs stagnant & 
helplessness in 2023)

• Unfortunately, the energy of “peace” is not the 
dominant energy 

• On the surface, the world seems on the “upward 
momentum” again

• Globally, East Vs West is getting more dramatic

• Within countries and communities, many large-scale 
demonstrations, unrest & strike against 
government and authorities will happen 

• A lot of we VS them, Hero vs Evil binary clashes 
between people (which is not the ultimate truth – we 
are all ONE)

• More brutal than civilized energies around than could 
impact human behaviours – Empaths, maintain your 
energy and hold your boundaries!

• Serious traffic accidents will happen

• If you consider buying properties, keep observing 
till the end of year

• How do you channel your warrior energy into the 
positive way? How do you create solutions where 
everyone feels like they are winning?



1. Be a quick mover: Taking fast, imperfect actions in your pivot > 
measure the response> adjust > repeat! Stop overthinking!

2. Have a big vision + one step at a time: Only then you have the flexibility to 
adapt in the HOWs

3. Follow your intuition > logic (NOT your emotion though!!!)

4. Having multiple streams of work income is becoming norm – get creative 
& start with options that don’t require much capital! Focus on constant 
cashflow

5. Channel the anger towards what is unfair out there into action for 
change!

6. Choice is more important than hustling alone – choose who you surround 
yourself with, where you are, and right timing!

7. Be human, count your blessings, build local communal support groups to 
support each other e.g. swaps, barter, local markets etc

8. Health-wise, pay more attention to the Liver, kidney, emotional imbalances, 
womb related issues, respiratory systems and stomach

9. Be more frugal as stuff might broke e.g. when you broke an old phone 
it’s less heart-breaking

What You Need To Consider If you Are Making A 
Major Personal Change in Life and Career?



Feng Shui 
Overview 2024



N

SW

Stand in the 
centre of the 

home: 
Compass





Look at the chart and check which star is 
falling into your:

• Front door/ main entrance (most important)

• Bedroom (where you spent the most hours asleep)

• Living room or work desk (where you stay the 

longest time awake)

• Stove (if you cook)



If your main door, bedroom or stove falls 
into the West…

To Reduce The Effects of the Hazard(5) Stars:

• Door: Place a door mat (white or metallic color) and place 
a piece of circular copper metal plate underneath, or to 
have 6 metal coins on the door frame above the head

• Kitchen: Don’t cook or use another stove

• Bed: Move to sleep elsewhere in the bedroom if possible!

• Living room: don’t stay in these sectors for too long; 
move away your sofa

• See the dentist after 4 Feb, blood donation, get a body check-up 
or blood test!



If your main door, bedroom or stove falls 
into the South …

• 3 Clashes means betrayals and 
being targeted by authorities' 
figures

To Reduce The Effects of the 3 
Clashes:

• Put a glass or bottle of water & 
change often to reduce the violent 
energies here if you are a sector 
you spend time often in



The Best Feng Shui Strategy is 
not about what stuff you put 
there; it is where you, a living 

breathing being, spend the most 
time in, performing activities 
that ACTIVATE the energy of 

that sector at the RIGHT 
TIMING!



Get Personalised Suggestions With a Reading!

https://chooseflow.com/product/2024-chinese-astrology-forecast/



One Focus We Can All Help to Promote 
More Peace on Earth

Brain–Heart Breathing Sync:

• One hand on top of the head, another hand on our heart

• Take slow deep breaths in counts of 6

• Every breath you take, visualise you are integrating ALL PARTS OF 
YOURSELF into one –an aligned, synchronised YOU 

Outer peace can be 
achieved only when 
each of us achieve 
inner peace!!!

Jason@ Human Garage – Organ Fascia Maneuver






